INTRODUCTION
Network operators analyze IPFIX or NetFlow ow captures to glean insights about state, security, and performance of their networks. However, promptly analyzing and querying large amounts of ow captures becomes increasingly and prohibitively expensive in a wide area network. Consider Fig.1 : ISP operators want to know, in the last 24 hours, what is the total volume of trac sent by one of its peers to all of ve ISPs' sites. In the meantime, they notice that IP address range X/8 has received a lot of trac, they want to know if is it due to a specic IP, a specic /24, or what is happening. Moreover, they want to know this for any of the ow features: src IP, dst IP, ports, and protocols. Answering such queries using raw captures can be expensive due to a large volume of ow captures. Moreover, transferring captures between sites can be forbidden due to dierent regulatory jurisdictions. All these underline the need for online indexing of ows on top of existing captures, a way to maintain succinct (space-ecient) ow summaries, and having the ability to drill down into specic events to perform in-depth analysis.
Working with succinct summaries of ows can reduce the storage and transfer cost. However, in order to allow ecient execution of a large range of queries, there is a need for a ow summary data structure that (a) captures the most essential features of network ows (b) eciently allows for several operations, i.e., merge, di with other summaries at dierent granularity levels. Mergeable ow summaries can reduce transfer and storage volume by allowing transfer of only summaries or even dierence of consecutive summaries.
Nevertheless, the community has not agreed on any appropriate summary yet. Existing work in ow summarization is either relied on pre-installed rules [4] or concerned with capturing heavy hitters in tree-like structures [1] [2] [3] 5] . Keeping summaries of only the most popular ows misses information on less popular ones. Moreover, these approaches focus on computing summaries at a single router, which is not enough for a multi-site environment and working on existing captures. Therefore, our summaries need to go beyond capturing heavy hitters and capture non-popular ows as well while keeping the space usage under constraint.
Hence, we propose our novel self-adjusting data structure called Flowtree, for on-the-y processing of ows and generating summaries that can be stored. Flowtree dynamically tracks the essential features of the input stream, by keeping the popular ows and summarizing the less-popular ones. It also allows ecient execution of wide range of queries in a distributed fashion, by providing several operators, i.e. query, merge, and di.
FLOWTREE DATA STRUCTURE
Flowtree is a self-adjusting data structure that tracks the essential features of the input stream, i.e., capturing highly popular ows while summarizing less popular ones. Flows summarize related packets over time at a specic aggregation level. A ow can have 5-features, i.e., protocol, src/dst IP, src/dst port number. Other ow types are 2-feature ows, i.e., src/dst prexes. Each ow type has a natural hierarchy using wildcards. For IP addresses and ports, hierarchies are expressed via network prexes and port ranges, respectively.
Consider an example Flowtree in Fig. 2a . 1.1.1.0/24 is a parent of 1.1.1.20/30 as the latter is included in the former. We can map any trace of packets or ows to a corresponding ow graph by annotating each node with its popularity, i.e., packet count, ow count, and/or byte count. E.g., there are 4,187 packets with source IP in the prex 1.1.1.0/24, so that the node corresponding to 1.1.1.0/24 has a popularity of 4,187. To save space, inspired by [5] , Flowtree keeps the most popular nodes and summarizes the unpopular ones. Unlike hierarchical heavy hitter algorithms [1-3, 5], we offer a self-adjusting data structure and do not require prior memory allocation for dierent feature hierarchies. Moreover, we only keep complementary popularities in the nodes, namely the dierence between a node's popularity and the popularity of its popular children; the denition is recursive as popular nodes are taken to be nodes with high complementary popularity. Hence, in Fig. 2a , when considering nodes of complementary popularity above ve to be popular, the complementary popularity of 1.1.1.0/24's node equals 4187 6 = 4181.
While updating the statistics of a ow in Flowtree, if the corresponding node exists, we simply increment the contribution of the node. If it does not exist, we nd the longest matching parent for the node in the tree. The reason is that we optimize for constructing Flowtrees, as the ow arrival rate is expected to be way higher than the query rate. Therefore, we compute the statistics node but do not aggregate the statistics for nodes further in the tree. This leads to an amortized constant update time. Queries can still be answered in time proportional to the of tree nodes. Flowtree Operators: Flowtree supports multiple operators, namely, query, merge, and di. The simplest query is asking for the popularity of a ow. If the corresponding node is in the Flowtree, we can directly answer the query. If it is not in the subtree but a parent is, we can estimate its popularity by decomposing the query into a set of queries that can be answered by the given hierarchy. We can merge/di two Flowtrees A and B by adding/subtracting the nodes of A to/from B. This means that the update will only be done for the complementary popularities. Evaluation of Accuracy: We evaluated the accuracy of Flowtree on dierent packet captures (6M packets each). Fig.  3 shows a two-dimensional histogram of the estimated vs. real popularities for ows in Flowtree. Each cell indicates how many ows have a specic combination of estimated and real popularities and the darker that cell, the higher the number of ows. More than 57% of entries are on the diagonal and o-diagonal entries are still very close to the diagonal and signicantly decrease in number as the popularity rises. All ows which account for more than 1% of the packets are present in the tree. Hence, we not only capture highpopularity ows, but also capture medium/low-popularity ows with acceptable accuracy.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduce a novel data structure, called Flowtree, which can eciently summarize ow captures and enables on-the-y queries. In future, we plan to use Flowtree as a building block for a scalable trace management system which can be deployed network-wide. We envision that each router exports its data to a close-by Flowtree daemon using APIs such as NetFlow to continuously construct summaries of the active ows using Flowtree, see Fig. 1 . This system extends Flowtree by adding two features, namely time and monitor location. Thus, it again enables drill down and quick exploration but also alarming when there are signicant dierences. We are about to deploy our prototype as test installation at a major IXP and a large ISP.
